Reclassification Proposals Have Not Affected Investment

It is simply untrue that reclassification has or will hurt network investment.
Investment analysts agree.
JP Morgan Analyst Report, November 2014:
“While we recognize the long-term threat of additional regulation, we keep in mind that current
business practices would be very little changed, and identify Monday’s sell-off [after President
Obama’s statement supporting Title II reclassification] as a buying opportunity.”
• When the FCC proposed net neutrality rules in May 2010, ISP stocks sold off less than the
overall market during the same period. Shares rebounded to prior levels by July as investors
became comfortable with the new regime and realized little had changed. The stocks barely
reacted when the final rules were adopted in December 2010.
• President Obama and FCC Chairman Wheeler both support the forbearance of rate
regulation under a Title II/common carrier regime.
• Carriers likely to talk up the disaster scenario to keep pressure on FCC. Again, we believe
that actual implementation will have little to no effect on current business practices.
• Proposed mergers currently under FCC review would likely have to agree to abide by the
new rules as a condition for their merger.
• We expect ISPs to sue the FCC regardless of the final form of the rules.
• We wouldn’t change any of the fundamental assumptions on cable companies under our
coverage under Title II, and shares are likely to rebound over time.1

Guggenheim Securities Analyst Report, December 2014:
We would not view a Title II decision by the FCC as changing the existing Washington framework
for cable broadband service. The marketplace reality under Title II would be far less problematic
for cable/telcos than most believe.2

Bernstein Research Analyst Report, November 2014:
During the three years in which the 2010 rules were in place while Verizon pursued its
(unnecessary) litigation there did not appear to be any effect on investment decisions from the
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resulting litigation uncertainty. Further, the evidence carriers produce to support their argument
that Title II classification will reduce investment tends to consist of commentary from analysts
and network-equipment suppliers, as well the results of their own discretionary choices.3

Bidding in the FCC’s AWS-3 spectrum auction shows that the specter of Title
II reclassification hasn’t affected investment in wireless networks.
 Bidding in the FCC’s AWS-3 spectrum auction began days after President Obama called for
wireless and wired broadband networks to be regulated under the FCC’s Title II authority.
 The FCC’s minimum target price for the auction was $10.1 billion. Bids surpassed the
minimum target price in less than a week.4
 Predictions that Title II reclassification would undermine auction revenues have been proven
unfounded. AT&T and Verizon, along with 68 other bidders, are participating.
 The provisionally-winning bids after 76 rounds (and still going) are over $43 billion,
quadrupling the reserve price and more than doubling the FCC’s next most profitable
auction.5

ISPs have explicitly stated on that Title II reclassification won't affect
investment
Verizon
Q: Wells Fargo Analyst: Obviously, kind of a curve ball on Monday with President Obama's
commentary about Title II. Can you talk to how this will or will it affect your investment in
broadband?
A: Verizon CFO: No. I think that -- I mean, our policy on broadband is on our website. But to
put it real simply, I mean, Verizon has always operated under open Internet policy and we will
continue to operate that way.6
Q: UBS Analyst: Obviously there’s a lot of commentary coming out of Washington about this
move to Title II. Obviously Verizon has been one of the . . . stiffer opponents of any sort of
3 Paul de Sa et al., Bernstein Research, Nov. 17, 2014.
4 “U.S. Auction of AWS-3 airwaves reaches $10 billion reserve price,” Reuters, Nov. 18, 2014.
5 John Eggerton, “AWS-3 Auction: Make That $43 Billion,” Broadcasting & Cable, Dec. 10, 2014.
6 Verizon Communications, Inc., Wells Fargo Technology, Media & Telecom Conference, Nov. 12, 2014.
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increased regulation, especially on the wireless side. What’s your view of that potential
occurrence down in Washington and does it affect your view on the attractiveness of investing
further in the United States?
A: Verizon CFO: I mean to be real clear, I mean this does not influence th eway we invest. I
mean we’re going to continue to invest in our networks and our platforms, both in Wireless
and Wireline FiOS and where we need to. So nothing will influence that. I mean if you think
about it, look, I mean we were born out of a highly regulated company, so we know how this
operates.7

Comcast
Q: UBS Analyst: The FCC has released a Title II. First of all, does that potential initiative in
Washington change your view of the sort of long-term ROI potential of these or even your
existing cable assets?
A: Comcast Vice Chairman & CFO: I don’t think so yet.
Q: UBS Analyst: Do you think it would change how you run the business or your ability to
lessen your price flexibility, are there any sort of day-to-day isues that you think would change
as a result of it?
A: Comcast Vice Chairman & CFO: I certainly hope not.8

Time Warner Cable
Q: UBS Analyst: Maybe turning to broadband, how do you think of the pricing power you hae
on the broadband side? You and the rest of the cable industry have been – continue to
increase speeds and with all the video being watched it obviously creates more value. But on
the other side of the point, you’ve got potential Title II which I think with all the forbearance
we’re talking about won’t put a cap on anything anytime soon. But does that change your view
on how much pricing power you have in that business?

7 Verizon Communications, Inc., UBS 42nd Annual Global Media and Communications Conference, Dec. 9, 2014.
8 Comcast Corporation, UBS 42nd Annual Global Media and Communications Conference, Dec. 8, 2014.
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A: Time Warner Cable Chairman & CEO: It really doesn’t. . . . No one, Title II proponents and
opponents alike, have suggested that whatever the FCC does it should include any component
of rate regulation.9

Charter Communications
Q: UBS Analyst: Obviously, Title II has gotten a lot of attention. What’s your view on the
President’s proposal?
A: Charter Communications President & CEO: Well, I was surprised by it. . . . So I was surprised
that they came out with the plan the way they did. And obviously forbearance done properly
could work and we think that the fundamental objective seems reasonable. We practice net
neutrality. We already signed up for it once previously. Comcast already has a consent decree
that requires it. So its not like we can’t operate in that world and that we don’t want to.10
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